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Swedish Mob Boss Shatters Knee
Caps of Local IKEA Manager
NEWARK- According to police reports,
Newark IKEA manager Carlos Ortega was
crippled by a Scandiavian mobster on Thursday
after refusing a monthly fee. Witnesses identified Lars Jorgensson, known to law enforcement as "The Mad Fjördman," as the culprit.
Jorgenson is considered the most prolific Nordic
mafioso in the tri-state area, with at least eleven
Ikea-based assaults with a DIY weapon attributed to the hostile Swede.
Criminal profilers say Jorgensson
controls as many as thirty-four Ikea branches,
extorting fees from each location's meatball
profits. As of March, Jorgensson had extorted

as much as 4,000 swedish kronar from the Newark
facility in this year alone (around 400 USD).
"At first he sent Kristoff and Javall, his goons,
to bust up the Söllefeteas and Årstids. He arrived
before I could find a little L-shaped screwdriver to
fix the stuff," Ortega groaned. He described being
"bound to a Hattefjälle" as Jorgensson and his associates delivered blows with "Torsklints" ripped from
the "Bekants" in aisle six.
"We had to review the store inventory to
decipher what the fuck happened to him," confessed
officer John Ridgely. "We couldn't tell if they used
shower rods, sofa supports or bookshelves on this
guy until we flipped through the... (cont. on page 3)

"Jorgenson just
unleashed on
him with an
Aldis," Ortega
told authorities.

Make-A-Wish Worker Relieved
Kid's Wish Kind of A Lay-Up
CHICAGO- On Monday, Make-A-Wish
employee Carolyn Schneider expressed relief
that her twelve-year-old client's wish was
"kind of a lay-up" relative to others. Whereas
Ms. Schneider typically struggles to contact
Hollywood A-listers or schedule private tours
of Disneyland, sixth grader Brandon Doherty
wished to visit a Dick's Sporting Goods.
“He didn’t even want a kayak or anything
big, just like twenty bucks to buy a hat," Ms.
Schneider said, perplexed. “I asked the kid if
he wanted us to invite his favorite athlete to sign
what he bought but he said he doesn’t follow
sports." The non-profit worker offered a number
of privileges to the terminally ill boy, including
private hours to shop, a shoutout on the PA
system, and even a limo ride to the store. "No to
everything. Kid just wanted a blue hat with literally any logo on it."
Friends of the family say Brandon did
note he wanted something "a little worn... like
it was in a big game." When Ms. Schneider
offered to procure an authentic MLB hat worn
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Ms. Schneider once had to convince Tom Brady
to throw a superbowl, so this was a "no-brainer."
on the field, Brandon insisted he wanted something available at Dick's Sporting Goods, to the
charity rep's further confusion.
Brandon’s family says he was “elated”
to have his wish approved; he even recorded an
“I’m gonna buy a hat” dance that went viral on
TikTok. At press time, Ms. Schneider was seen
trying to explain the request to bedwildered staff
at Dick's Sporting Goods-Canal Street.
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M at he m at ic i a n s D i s c o v e r Nu mb e r
B e t w e e n S i x a nd S e v e n , " Ch itc h "

BERLIN- Researchers at the Technische Universität in Berlin announced
the discovery of a new number on Friday,
an integer located between six and seven.
The value, named "chitch" after its
founder Hans Chitch, came as a surprise
to nearly all of the scientific world.
Dr. Mackenzie Stalwart, whose grandmother discovered "seven" in the l930s, was
ecstatic at the ramifications." "I mean, we
knew that every conceivable value can exist
between two integers. But this is different.
This is chitch." While it may take several
years to update modern mathematics, Dr.

Stalwart is optimistic that changes will progress rapidly. "Already we see college professors
tossing out syllabi and starting from scratch."
Indeed, the global community saw arithmetic and calculus professors alike wiping
chalkboards mid-sentence to adehere to
the news. "I mispoke, that's a thirty-chitch
degree angle," one trigonometry professor
declared, imploring students to "keep up."
Historians acknowledged a symbol in Mesopotamian glyphs showing chich's existence,
previously seen as a typo. "There's a symbol
Babylonians used that resembles a Farside character's ear," wrote Anne Reynolds, referencing

the work of cartoonist Gary Larson.
"Now we see that is definitely a chitch."
The biggest challenge, Reynolds
added, would be community members
resistent to change. "We're going to see
some old timers arguing over paychecks and
parking meters when they don't make room
for chitch in their calculations. Get ready
for a lot of "boomer math" memes for those
pushing back against the chitch switch."
At press time, mathematics
experts were debating if six was in fact
"an upside-down nine" after all.

From left: a teacher
rewrites the day's
lesson to accomdate "chitch"; an
artist's rendering.

Swedish Mob Boss (Cont'd)
(cont'd from page 1) online catalog."
Authorities confirmed Jorgensson's
presence at the scene by his signature calling
card: furniture kits shuffled from their assigned
aisle numbers. "This guy leaves chaos in his
wake," sighed Interpol agent Corey Levitt. "It'll
take Ikea staff days to move the Poängs back
to aisle thirty-eight, bin thirty-four, and the
Kiviks back to three-twenty six. It's a goddamn
nightmare."
Onsite medics say the damage to Ortega's frame was worsened by first responder
delays in navigating the facility. "At one point
we were in the succulents section and somehow

J

ended up in children's decor. The guy almost
bled out while we figured out the difference between "showroom" and "warehouse,"
confided one EMT to reporters.
Victims of the Swedish syndicate
say they preferred past control by the Italian
crime families. "Those guys were brutal, but
there was fanfare to them, more panache.
With these guys the efficiency is downright
scary," commented one employee.
At press time, investigators were seen
in high-speed pursuit of Jorgensson's vehicle,
a 2018 Volvo Hybrid.

Point

HAVE YOU SEEN
MY DOG?

He has a gambling addiction and I'm worried
he's on a bender.
Goes by "Mr. Chips"

Counterpoint

By: Dr. Richard Holdtstein

By: Dominic Estrada

Paleontologist

Stegosaurus

"Evidence suggests dinosaurs
communicated through a
series of hisses, barks, and
clicks. With reliance on so
many sounds, they would
have made some poor
charades partners, ha ha."

"Bruh I would straight up
demolish you in charades."
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FAQ: How to File Your Taxes
For most Americans and some Canadians, tax season can be a headscratcher
and moosetonguer, respectively. Never fear! Our staff nabbed an off-brand
tax software, RocketMoney ™, to find you returns big enough to impress
friends but small enough to delay that career-ending audit. Here's some
answers to your most frequently asked questions!

Top 10...
Rich People Sports
Our staff ranks the very real, very expensive
leisure activities enjoyed by the world's top 1%.

10. Rocket polo

1. "Does it matter which state I file in?"
Nope! Choose whichever one's your favorite.
If it's not your actual address, be sure to write
"whoopsie" in the Additional Information
section.

9. Cocaine and tennis

2. "What if I made donations to non-profits?"
RocketMoney™ calls these "reverse taxes." It
means you can steal goods of equal value without
penalty, provided you don't tell anyone and direct
the authorities to your middle school gym teacher!

3. "What happens if I file past the extended deadline?"
At first, nothing. Then, a tall man in a Yo Gabba Gabba costume shows up and
kills the power to your house. Survive the night and your return is good to go!

4. What does it mean to be listed as a "dependent"?
Nobody actually knows! If you're feeling dependent-y, check the box. If not, fuck it!

5. "Do I have to pay taxes?"
Technically, no! Most large corporations distribute funds internationally so that
they'll be held accountable for less than 2% of their annual income. If you think
you qualify, contact Jeff Bezos for more info!

8. Gentrification
7. Drunk skiing
6. Competitive relaxing
5. Investing in oil
4. Drunk sailing
3. Giraffe-jousting

2. Human Chess

1. Running for office

Horoscopes: April 12, 2020
Our staff astrologist just woke from a peyote-induced fugue state. Here's her predictions for the week.

Pisces
Make peace with
unlikely allies; become
penpals with the boy
who bullies your son.

Capricorn
Keep an eye out for dishonesty. If mom says she's
"going out," assume it's to
visit a secret second family
in Tuscon, Arizona.

Aries
Do something to shake
things up. Burn down
a pharmacy or join
a cult that worships
Vince Vaughn to feel
alive, baby, alive!

Gemini
You'll find it difficult
to balance work and
romance. Reconcile
these spheres by sexting
your boss, unprompted.

Taurus
Idk Mercury's in
rectcon or some shit.
Be careful, or whatever.

